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bstract

Two differently-structured layer-built cells have been fabricated using screen-printed LiMn O and metallic Li as the electrodes, and
2 4

EO-based polymer electrolytes. Two-cathode layer-built cells (cathode/electrolyte/anode/electrolyte/cathode) and two-anode layer-built cells
anode/electrolyte/cathode/electrolyte/anode) were prepared for this study. To evaluate the layer-built cells, electrochemical cycling and ac
mpedance test have been performed. Of the cells tested, the layer-built cells showed improvements in polarization losses.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The rapid progress in the micro-electronics industry and the
iniaturization of electronic devices have prompted the devel-

pment of all-solid-state thin film lithium secondary batteries as
elf-contained power sources in such devices.

Much research has been performed on a spinel LiMn2O4
1–3] which is a substitute for LiCoO2 [4–7] as the cathode mate-
ial in lithium secondary batteries. LiMn2O4 has economical and
nvironmental advantages because it is cheaper, less toxic and
asier to prepare than LiCoO2 [8–10]. Also it has a similar oper-
ting voltage range. However, the thin film LiMn2O4 cathode
as some problems of structural instability and capacity decrease
uring charge/discharge cycling [11–13]. It is hard to get a use-
ul thickness of the cathode for sufficient capacity by sputtering.
lso sputter-deposited thin films are not suitable for layer-built

ells because the cathode active materials are deposited only on
ne side. Accordingly, we used a screen-printing method [32,33]
hich improved capacity of the thin film batteries and made it
ossible to pattern both sides of electrode.

Many electrochemical properties change when the cells are

ayered [14–18]. To investigate these phenomena, we performed
ome electrochemical tests on two differently-structured layer-
uilt cells. In this study, we prepared lithium polymer batteries
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dance; Polarization loss

sing screen-printed cathodes, polymer electrolytes [19–24] and
ithium metal anodes [25–31].

. Experimental

The LiMn2O4 cathodes were fabricated by screen-printing.
fter LiMn2O4 powders (Aldrich) were mixed with binder and

hinner, we milled this mixture using a three-roll miller. So that
he paste had a uniform particle size and homogeneous com-
osition for screen-printing. A stainless steel mesh was placed
eneath a patterned silk screen and the paste was sprayed onto
he screen. Then the paste was rolled. Heat treatment of the
athode at 400 ◦C led to removal of the binder and thinner in
he paste. Subsequently, the cathodes were annealed at 750 ◦C
n air to enhance adhesion between the cathode active mate-
ials and the mesh. Through these procedures, we obtained
pinel LiMn2O4 cathodes, of which X-ray diffraction patterns
atched the JCPDS profiles of LiMn2O4 (No. 35-0782) with

ood crystallinity. The thickness of the screen-printed cathode
as 100 �m.
The Polymer electrolyte was based on PEO (polyethylene

xide, Aldrich, M.W. = 5,000,000). The PEO-based polymer
lectrolyte was prepared by following procedure. In advance,
e prepared the liquid electrolyte which consisted of 1 M-
ithium perchlorate (LiClO4, Aldrich) in propylene carbonate
PC, Aldrich) and then PEO powders were added. In order to
isperse the LiClO4–PC liquid electrolyte in the PEO matrix
roperly, the mixture was stirred into the slurry. The slurry’s
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Table 1
Battery configurations

Cell A Cathode | electrolyte | anode
Cell B Cathode | electrolyte | anode | electrolyte | cathode
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mately 50, 100 and 200 �. Cell C shows approximately 45, 120
and 320 �, respectively. Within experimental error, both Cell B
and Cell C show about half the values of Rel and Rc compared
with the reference, respectively. Cell B shows about half the
ell C Anode | electrolyte | cathode | electrolyte | anode

iscosity was controlled by changing the amount of PEO pow-
er. The film-type polymer electrolyte was prepared by casting
his slurry onto a smooth-surfaced Teflon mould. Then, these
lm-type polymer electrolytes were dried in a vacuum for one
ay at room temperature. The thickness of polymer film was
bout 100 �m.

Li metal (Aldrich) was used as the counter and reference
lectrode. The Li metal anodes were deposited onto the Cu foils
nder vacuum from a thermal evaporation source. The Cu foils
ere used as current collectors without alloying.
Using these cathodes, electrolytes and anodes, two

ifferently-structured layer-built cells and the reference cell hav-
ng a normal structure were fabricated. The layer-built cells were
ssembled by sandwiching one electrode between two opposite
lectrodes with the film-type polymer electrolytes at their inter-
aces. The cells were assembled in an Ar-filled glove box and
ach assembly was clipped together. Each cell configuration is
iven in Table 1.

The cells were evaluated using a WonATech WBCS 3000
attery cycling analyzer. Initially each cell was charged at con-
tant current and then held 4.05 V until the current decreased to
1 �A. The cells were discharged at constant current to a 3.5 V
ut-off voltage. The current density was 100 �A cm−2.

To consider the kinetics of the cell reactions, we examined the
c impedance spectroscopy of each cell using Zahner IM5d. We
arried out the ac impedance tests within a frequency range of
mHz to 1 MHz. The applied amplitude was 10 mV and the cell
oltage was fixed at 4 V. All these experiments were performed
n a high purity Ar-filled glove box. The moisture and the oxygen
n a glove box were maintained below 1 ppm.

. Result and discussion

The schematic drawings of each cell configuration are shown
n Fig. 1. The normal cell (Cell A) consists of one cathode and
ne anode. On the other hand, a two-cathode layer-built cell
Cell B) was assembled by sandwiching one anode between two-
athodes. A two-anodes layer-built cell (Cell C) was assembled
y sandwiching one cathode between two-anodes. We expected
hat the layer-built cells could improve the contact resistance of
he cell because of the structural advantage that there is a doubled
ffective area for diffusion of Li ions. Also, we expected that
ell B may show a doubled capacity, considering that volume
f the cathode active materials was increased and Cell C may
how a stable plateau region because Li ions could move in
wo directions within the screen-printed cathode. To make the

athode active materials react sufficiently, we set the anode area
bout 20% wider than the cathode area. The cross-section area
f the cell was 1 cm2.

F
a

ig. 1. Schematic drawings of cell structures: (a) Cell A; (b) Cell B;
c) Cell C.

The Nyquist plots of each cell are shown in Fig. 2 . The elec-
rolyte resistance (Rel), the contact resistance (Rc) and the charge
ransfer resistance (Rct) of Cell A were about 100, 180 and 370 �,
espectively. We took these values as a reference. Cell B shows
omewhat different values of Rel, Rc and Rct which are approxi-
ig. 2. AC impedance spectroscopy of each cell. Each test was conducted
t 4 V.
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Table 2
All electrochemical measurement data

Cell A: reference Cell B (ratio) Cell C (ratio)

Electrolyte resistance 100 � 50 �(50%) 45 �(45%)
Contact resistance 180 � 100 �(56%) 120 �(67%)
Charge transfer resistance 370 � 200 �(54%) 320 �(86%)
Discharging time 39.68 min 76.55 min (193%) 38.25 min(96%)
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apacity 66.13 �A h

alue of Rct. The reasons for these results are as follows. The Li
ons can move two directionally, normal to both of the opposite
lectrodes, in the layer-built cells, so the insertion-deinsertion
rocesses of Li ions occur at both of the two-cathode/anode
nterfaces of the layer-built cells simultaneously.

Fig. 3 shows the discharge curves for Cell A, B and C. These
urves were measured after 10 charge/discharge cycles. The dis-
harging times of Cell B and C were about 76.55 and 38.25 min,
espectively. The reference cell’s discharging time was approx-
mately 39.68 min. Cell B shows near double the value of the
eference caused by the increase of the cathode active material
olume. Since, the intercalation processes at the cathode/anode
nterface occur more dominantly, the capacity is a little bit less
han twice. In the case of Cell C, the discharging time was almost
he same as that of the reference. We predicted that Cell C would
how a more stable plateau region than in the reference cell
ecause the insertion-desertion processes of Li ions occurring
t the two-cathode/anode interfaces. But this was not quite so.

All measurement data are shown in Table 2. Taking the data of
ell A as reference, we show the approximate ratios of the layer-
uilt cells to the reference cell. There are some experimental
rrors, which may occur due to impurities at the surfaces of
lectrodes, and small size differences of the electrode areas as

ell as non-uniform distributions of the cathode active materials

n a mesh. Although, there are some experimental errors, the
ayer-built cells show improvement incell performance.

ig. 3. Discharge curves measured at a constant current density of 100 �A cm−2.
he voltage range is from 4.05 to 3.5 V.

R

[
[
[
[

[

127.58 �A h (193%) 63.75 �A h(96%)

. Conclusions

Cycling and ac impedance testing of experimental cells with
creen-printed cathodes, PEO-based polymer electrolytes and
he thermally evaporated Li anodes demonstrated that layer-built
ells can enhance the electrochemical performance of the cells.
f the cells tested, the layer-built structure is more beneficial

han the normal structure. Both of the two differently-structured
ayer-built cells reduced the resistive components related to the
ell impedance. The two-cathode layer-built cell improved the
lectrolyte, contact and charge transfer resistance. The two-
node layer-built cell improved the electrolyte and contact resis-
ance. These results are expected to enhance the electrochemical
haracteristics of Li secondary batteries in serial and parallel
ntegrations. In further work, we are going to apply our Li
olymer cells to serial/parallel connections and consider their
lectrochemical performance.
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